We propose a framework for the memory function of spindle oscillations during sleep. In this framework, memories are reinstated by spindle events and further reprocessed during subsequent spindle refractory periods. We posit that spindle refractoriness is crucial for protecting memory reprocessing from interference. We further argue that temporally-coordinated spindle refractory periods across local networks facilitate the consolidation of rich, multimodal representations, and that localized spindle refractoriness optimizes oscillatory interactions that support systems consolidation in the sleeping brain.
Sleep Spindles and Memory Consolidation
Sleep spindles are 1 s bursts of 11-16 Hz oscillatory activity that characterize non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and have been repeatedly linked to memory consolidation [1] . More specifically, spindles are thought to support a covert reactivation of newly formed memories, prompting their integration into cortical sites for long-term storage. Yet, the nature of the operations underpinning spindles' role in sleep-dependent memory processing is poorly defined. Here, we attempt to fill this gap by presenting a framework to explain how spindles might facilitate overnight consolidation.
Memory reinstatement refers to the reemergence of learning-related neural activity, and is linked to spindle activity in sleep [1] . Here, we propose that newly formed memories are reinstated during spindle events and further reprocessed during subsequent spindle refractory periods. Crucially, spindle refractoriness blocks additional reinstatement of other memory traces, enabling reprocessing to unfold without interference from unrelated information. Spindle refractory periods occur locally, supporting reprocessing across interrelated memory units and optimizing oscillatory interactions underpinning systems consolidation.
Memories Are Reprocessed during Spindle Refractory Periods
Central to our framework is that spindles provide a neurobiological scaffold for memory reinstatement and subsequent reprocessing in sleep. There are multiple lines of evidence in support of this idea. In the electroencephalogram (EEG), spindle activity during regular overnight sleep can robustly discriminate between categories of information (e.g., faces versus houses) encoded in a prior learning phase [2] . Furthermore, inducing memory reactivations in NREM sleep evokes a transient increase in spindle activity, during which the content of reactivated memories can be reliably decoded [3] . Inhibiting spindles during reactivation correspondingly eradicates the retention benefits associated with sleep [4] . Thus, spindles appear to promote the spontaneous reinstatement and reprocessing of newly formed memories.
Another key component of our framework is that effective information processing requires limited interference. Spindle refractoriness may play a central role in this context by safeguarding memory reprocessing from additional reinstatement. In the human brain, spindles undergo refractory periods of 3-6 s [5], which places limits on memory reactivation [6] .
As a corollary to the presumed protective role of spindle refractoriness, one could expect that the likelihood of reinstatement of other, unrelated traces would increase as time passes from a spindle oscillation. Indeed, the memory benefits of cueing reactivations in NREM sleep, an established index of successful reactivation, are eradicated when cues are presented immediately after the spindle offset [5] .
Local Refractory Periods Facilitate Localized Reprocessing
Much of the sleep research in humans relies on scalp EEG, which represents the global signal summed across large parts of the brain. Of note, however, spindles are predominantly local phenomena [1] . Everyday memories are rich, multimodal representations, formed of many units and encoded across numerous neural regions. As such, we furthermore argue that spindles support consolidation by mediating the reinstatement and reprocessing of discrete memory traces in local networks. Indeed, spindle-coupled neural reactivations are topographically-restricted to the cortical areas activated during learning [7] , and cued memory reactivations elicit spindles across learning-specific brain regions [8] .
Importantly, we propose that localized spindle refractory periods gate reinstatement in a temporally-coordinated manner, facilitating highly synchronized periods of mnemonic reprocessing across multiple, interrelated memory units. The concurrent reprocessing of component memory traces will then sum to promote the consolidation of coherent representations (Figure 1 ). Within our framework, inhibiting spindles in local networks is expected therefore to block the reinstatement and subsequent TINS 1470 1-3
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